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Niki Chow reportedly suggested a breakup with Jeremy Tsui three months ago, ending their
two-year relationship because they were unable to spend much time . Rumours are rife that
TVB actress Niki Chow has called it quits with her younger boyfriend, Jeremy Tsui.
Niki Chow reveals how she and boyfriend, Jeremy Tsui, get along. Both are of Shanghai
descent and are extremely compatible. 2 Sep - Rumours are rife that TVB actress Niki Chow
has called it quits with her younger boyfriend, Jeremy Tsui. As reported on On CC News.
Hong Kong actress, author and Cantopop star Niki Chow, who recently split with her beau of
two years, Jeremy Tsui, was just spotted out on a. Hong Kong actress Niki Chow, who stars in
the TVB drama 'The Virtuous Queen of Han', shares her thoughts about dating actor Jeremy
Tsui. HONG KONG: After dating for two years, actress Niki Chow and actor Jeremy Tsui
have gone separate ways. Chow had gone public with the. NIKI CHOW and Mainland
Chinese actor, JEREMY TSUI, may have broken up after 2 years of dating. Niki didn't
celebrate her birthday with Jeremy and they. Hong Kong actor Jeremy Tsui referred to his
actress girlfriend Niki Chow as his ideal marriage partner during the press conference at the.
?9?8? The currently 36 years old Niki Chow(???) hit it off with 30 years old Chinese actor
Jeremy Tsui(???) after filming Virtuous Queen of Han.
Recently, it was rumoured Niki Chow (???) and her boyfriend, Jeremy Tsui ( ???) were broken
up and she expressed she collected many.
Since admitting to her romance with Mainland Chinese actor Jeremy Tsui (??? ) in September
, Niki Chow (???) and Jeremy have. Niki Chow's management recently explained their reason
for uploading photos of the actress and her mainland actor boyfriend, Jeremy Tsui to. Rumours
are circling that Niki Chow has broken up with mainland actor, Jeremy Tsui after dating for 2
years. Earlier, Niki revealed in an. 8 Sep – Rumour has it that Hong Kong actress Niki Chow
has found love with mainland actor, Jeremy Tsui. shName: Jeremy Jones / Jeremy Tsui / Xu
Zheng Xi . It was rumored, Niki Chow, who had just celebrated her 34th birthday sparked love
with 28 year old Mainland actor Jeremy Jones (Tsui).
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